TSYZC35 & TSYZB35 series of Huddle Tables are the ideal solution for high tech classrooms, labs, libraries and corporate places environments allowing to huddle or work independently. Features a work surface with accessible power for electronics and charging devices with ample cable management inside unit, leaving it with a clean controlled appearance. Each desk can accommodate up to 4 people.

**Standard Features**

- Choose height of table according to your specific needs: Counter (36”H) and bar height (42”H) available
- 2x CUB4 power panel (2x 110V 15A outlets + 2x USB charging ports)
- Cable management inside unit
- Furniture grade laminate finish available in a variety of colors
- Ships flat packed

**Options**

- PB Six outlet power bar with 10 ft. cord
- CUB3 Round cable well
- CUB5 Round cable well (Black or Silver)
- CUB8 Table top cable well
- Round grommet
- **CUSTOM CUTOUT** Cutouts for electronics or other items specified by the customer

**Finishes**
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**Specifications**

**TSYZC35**
- Model: TSYZC35
- Width: 60”
- Depth: 42”
- Height: 36” Counter height

**TSYZB35**
- Model: TSYZB35
- Width: 60”
- Depth: 42”
- Height: 42” Bar height